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WHAT IS THE RTA?
The Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) is the unit of local government charged with financial oversight, 
funding, and regional transit planning for the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), Metra, and Pace bus and 
Pace Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Paratransit Service (also known as the Service Boards). The 
RTA region’s system provides more than two million rides each weekday on bus and rail services in Cook, 
DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, and Will Counties.

The region’s system covers approximately 3,700 square miles and serves approximately 8.4 million 
residents. The RTA also provides rider services, including online and telephone travel planning assistance 
and travel training for seniors and people with disabilities. The RTA’s regional system is the second largest 
transit system in the country by passenger miles traveled, behind only New York, and the third largest in the 
country by ridership, behind only New York and Los Angeles. For 40 years, the RTA has provided dynamic 
transit leadership by meeting the changing needs of the region’s transit riders and ensuring balanced RTA 
and Service Board budgets. For more information, visit www.RTAChicago.org.
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CONNECTING TRANSIT WITH 
LAND USE DEVELOPMENT
Municipalities throughout the Chicago region are striving to plan for transit-oriented development (TOD). 
This form of development effectively integrates the regional transit system with the amenities of local 
communities through land use planning. As the region’s oversight body for public transportation, the RTA 
is an advocate and strong supporter of TOD policies. The agency administers several programs that provide 
technical and financial assistance to local governments that are enhancing their connection between transit 
and land use development.

The 2017 Community Planning 
Program Implementation Report 
provides an overview on the RTA’s 
efforts to promote TOD projects. 

The report primarily focuses on 
the impacts the agency had in 
2016 on shaping land uses in local 
communities so that they are 
better integrated with the regional      
transit system. 

It tracks actual TOD projects under 
development in the past year as well 
as reports on recent TOD-supportive 
policy changes and infrastructural 
improvements. This marks the third 
year that the RTA has gathered and 
analyzed such information.

TRANSIT-ORIENTED 
DEVELOPMENT (TOD)

Transit stations and the land 
surrounding them are significant 
nexus points within the Chicago 
region. It is important that these 
facilities effectively connect the 
area’s transportation system with 
the people, services, jobs, and 
institutions of our local communities. 

Simply put, they should be the places 
where “everything comes together1.”

Transit-oriented development (TOD) 
is one of the best ways to achieve 

such connectivity. This type of 
development includes moderate 
to high density communities that 
consist of housing, office, retail, 
and other land uses integrated 
into a walkable environment 
located within a half-mile of public       
transportation options2. 

Such areas offer a variety of 
amenities within a short distance 
of one another, support increased 
usage of transit, and preserve 
open space by promoting a style of 

development that is more compact 
than the auto-oriented projects of 
the past several decades.

With a vested interest in the region’s 
relationship with transit and land 
use development, the RTA is a strong 
proponent of TOD. 

The agency works with local 
municipalities on transit-supportive 
projects through its Community 
Planning and Access to Transit 
Improvement programs.
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Dense housing units near a Pace bus stop in Elmhurst
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BENEFITS OF TRANSIT-ORIENTED 
DEVELOPMENT

RETAIN 
PROPERTY VALUES

LESS
POLLUTION

Heavy rail transit, light rail systems, and buses 
respectively produce 76%, 62%, and 33% lower 

greenhouse gas emissions per passenger mile than 
an average single-occupancy vehicle (SOV)4

Residential units that are in close proximity to public 
transportation options usually retain their values 

better than those properties that are further away 
from a train station or stop3

INCREASED
DISPOSABLE INCOME

Having a transit-supportive lifestyle can increase 
disposable income by reducing personal driving costs. 

Some estimates show a household could save up to 
$10,000 per year5

LESS 
TRAFFIC CASUALTIES

Locations with higher population densities are 
associated with a lower frequency of traffic 

casualties. The presence of more pedestrians and 
bicyclists forces drivers to travel at slower speeds as 

well as be more vigilant of their surroundings3

RANGE OF 
MOBILITY CHOICES

TOD areas include a range of mobility 
options so young adults, the elderly, and 

those who are physically impaired can travel 
without the need of a car2

MORE 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Transit-supportive developments often have a reduced 
number of parking spots that are constructed on site. 
This in turn increases the affordability of the units as 
their rents or purchase prices do not have to include 

the cost for providing parking6

$
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THE RTA’S LOCAL PLANNING 
PROGRAMS
The RTA assists communities in strengthening their relationship with the regional transit system through 
the Community Planning and Access to Transit Improvement programs. The agency also offers plan 
implementation assistance as an extension of the Community Planning program. Through these endeavors, 
described in the following section, the RTA is dedicated to helping communities make informed land use 
decisions that will maximize their transit resources and spur transit-supportive developments within their 
locality.

COMMUNITY PLANNING 
PROGRAM

The Community Planning program 
provides funding and technical 
assistance to communities 
throughout the region for projects 
that better integrate their land uses 
with transit. 

It was established by the RTA in 
1998 to specifically support transit-
oriented development and improve 
transit access at the local level. 

In 2011, the program added new 
eligible project types that are 
geared towards providing additional 
implementation assistance to 
previous project partners.

Eligible applicants include 
municipalities, counties, townships, 
councils of government, municipal 
associations, and transit Service 
Boards that are located within the 
RTA’s six-county region. 

Since the program’s inception, the 
RTA has worked with 104 different 
local governments and has utilized 
$20 million in federal, local, and RTA 
funds in assisting them (Figure 2). 

These funds have helped finance 82 
TOD plans, 51 corridor/subregional 

plans, 25 developer panels, 17 TOD 
zoning code updates, and 13 transit 
neighborhood mobility  improvement 
plans (Figure 1).

Each project has in some way 
contributed to the RTA’s goal of 
“promoting a green, livable, and 
prosperous region” while also 
advancing transit ridership.

FIGURE 1 - 188 LOCAL PLANNING PROJECTS FROM 1998-2017

 

TOD Plans - 44%

Corridor / Subregional Plans - 16%

Developer Panels - 13%

TOD Zoning Code Updates - 9%

Transit Neighborhood Mobility 
Improvement Plans - 7%

FIGURE 2 - LOCAL PLANNING FUNDING BY SOURCE: TOTAL OF
$20,399,254 FROM 1998-2017

 

RTA - $9,606,784
47%  of total

Federal - $6,170,085
30%  of  total

Local - $4,622,385
23%  of  total
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ELIGIBLE COMMUNITY                                     
PLANNING PROJECTS

Transit-oriented  
development  
(TOD) plans

Corridor/
subregional plans 

PLANNING FOCUSED

Zoning code  
updates

TOD developer  
discussion panels

Other innovative  
implementation 

approaches  

IMPLEMENTATION FOCUSED

Transit 
neighborhood mobility

improvement plans

Special funding
districts

$

$

$
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PLANNING FOCUSED 
PROJECTS

Through planning focused projects, 
the RTA is dedicated to helping 
communities make informed land 
use decisions that will maximize their 
transit resources and spur transit-
supportive developments within 
their area. 

These efforts provide detailed 
roadmaps for transforming 
the environments surrounding 
local transit stations and along           
transit corridors. 

Eligible projects include Transit-
Oriented Development (TOD) plans 
and Corridor/Subregional plans.

TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT 
(TOD) PLANS

TOD plans have been the main 
endeavors of the Community 
Planning program. Nearly 82 TOD 
plans have been completed since the 
program’s inception.

Applicants selected by the RTA 
obtain assistance to devise a plan 
that incorporates the basic tenets 
of transit-oriented development in  
their locality. 

These plans propose 
recommendations on the appropriate 
mix of land uses, range of residential 
densities, multi-modal infrastructure, 
and types of urban design elements 
that should be integrated within a 
quarter to half mile radius of their 
local transit station. 

With such recommendations 
a community can enhance the 
vitality of their station area while 
also supporting the region’s public 
transportation system.

CORRIDOR/SUBREGIONAL PLANS

Corridor or subregional plans devise 
recommendations for improved 
transit opportunities by identifying 
options to enhance local mobility 
or improved access within a specific 
study area. 

This may include looking at ways 
to improve multi-modal access 
to transit routes and facilities, 

identifying opportunities to enhance 
transit-related infrastructure, and/
or addressing local multi-modal 
circulation.

The Harlem Avenue Corridor 
Study and the Ridgeland Avenue 
Corridor Study are good examples of 
completed projects.

A community workshop being conducted for a TOD plan

7

An illustration of future redevelopment sites from the Bartlett TOD plan
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IMPLEMENTATION FOCUSED 
PROJECTS

The RTA is committed to seeing 
all completed planning projects 
become a reality through          
implementation support. 

Such support includes informal 
assistance where staff provides 
advice to local officials on the future 
direction of a TOD plan as well as 
more formal follow-on projects, like 
developer discussion panels, through 
an extension of the Community 
Planning program.

TOD ZONING CODE UPDATES

The TOD zoning code updates 
involve the RTA working with 
local government staff to assess 
and then revise a community’s                   
zoning ordinance. 

An updated ordinance allows a 
community to clearly define the 
standards that dictate their form   
and character. 

This in turn makes the area more 
attractive to potential developers 
as there is less of a need for them 
to seek administrative forms of 
flexibility, like zoning variances, to 
construct high-quality projects near          
transit stations.

TOD DEVELOPER DISCUSSION PANELS

The RTA partners with the Urban 
Land Institute (ULI) to host          
these panels. 

The half-day events involve local 
government staff engaging with 
development experts to discuss 
potential strategies to effectively 
revitalize several key parcels of land 
in a community. 

They are intended for those 
municipalities that have completed 
a TOD plan, but need additional 
assistance in drawing transit-
supportive projects to their         
study areas.

SPECIAL FUNDING DISTRICTS

Communities often use economic 
development funding tools, like a Tax 
Increment Financing (TIF) district, 
to transform the ideas from a TOD 
plan into reality. Starting with the 
2017 program, the RTA will help 
municipalities plan for these districts. 

The process will include identifying 
the best tool that fits with a 
community’s goals, working with a 
consultant to develop a full plan for 
that district as well as proposing an 
ordinance to enact it.

TRANSIT NEIGHBORHOOD MOBILITY 
IMPROVEMENT PLANS

Transit neighborhood mobility 
improvement plans help 
municipalities identify ways to 
improve access to existing transit 
facilities for residents and commuters 
within a targeted area. 

This may include addressing the 
needs for local pedestrian and 
bicycle infrastructure, examining 
where additional wayfinding could 
be incorporated as well as identifying 
ways to improve connectivity with 
surrounding neighborhoods. 

A tour of potential redevelopment sites during the Des Plaines developer discussion panel

A building material recommendation from a TOD 
zoning code update
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ACCESS TO TRANSIT 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

A common recommendation in 
Community Planning studies is to 
improve multi-modal access to 
transit stations through such means 
as improved crosswalks or the 
inclusion of bike lanes. 

Partner communities have frequently 
identified a lack of capital funding for 
infrastructure projects as the biggest 
obstacle to implementing their plans. 
In order to help fill this gap, the RTA 
established the Access to Transit 
Improvement Program. 

The first phase began as a pilot 
study in 2012, but was later made 
a recurring RTA program with a 
subsequent call for projects being 
launched in 2014 and a third in 2016. 

PROGRAM DETAILS

The Access to Transit Improvement 
Program’s call for projects is issued 
every other year, in the year prior 
to the federal Congestion Mitigation 
and Air Quality Improvement 
Program (CMAQ) deadline                
for applications. 

The program provides capital funding 
for small-scale projects that increase 
pedestrian and bicycle access to the 
transit system by leveraging RTA and 
local funds with federal funding. 

Projects have received funding 
for various improvements such 
as sidewalk connections, covered 
bicycle parking, pedestrian 
signal heads, crosswalks, ADA 
accessible infrastructure, and bus            
warming shelters. 

These improvements promote multi-
modal environments near transit, 
encourage ridership, and support 

transit-oriented development 
throughout the region. 

To date, the program has funded 
two phases that are comprised of 
15 projects for a total investment 
of $7.7 million. Approximately $6.2 
million came from CMAQ funding 
while the RTA’s budget accounted for 
the remaining $1.5 million (Figure 3).

As of this year, three of four projects 
from the first program phase are 

near completion. Projects selected 
in the second phase are primarily in 
the process of receiving engineering 
approvals with construction 
anticipated to begin as early as 2017 
for some projects. 

A third phase of projects was chosen 
by the RTA in late 2016 and they 
have been recommended for funding 
by the CMAQ Selection Committee, 
although the next program of 
projects has yet to be finalized.
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$4,000,000

$5,000,000

$6,000,000

Phase 1 - FY 2014-2018
4 projects

Total of $2,410,750

Phase 2 - FY 2016-2020
11 projects

Total of $5,276,740

RTA

CMAQ

Newly striped crosswalks and countdown pedestrian signal heads implemented on Roosevelt Road in Glen 
Ellyn through the Access to Transit program

FIGURE 3 - FUNDING DISTRIBUTION FOR THE ACCESS TO TRANSIT
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
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IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS
Projects completed through the Community Planning program are having an impact on the region’s 
relationship between transit and land use development. Staff has informally tracked these impacts by 
maintaining an internal database and then sharing that information to the public through quarterly updates 
to the Regional Transportation Authority Mapping and Statistics (RTAMS) website. Staff also tracks policy 
implementation efforts and quantifies private investment in TOD by administering an annual survey with 
previous project partners, starting in 2015. 

This year’s annual survey was 
administered in the spring of 2017 to 
identify plan implementation results 
and track new developments that 
occurred in the previous year. 

The RTA sent the two-part survey out 
to fifty-seven communities that have 
completed a TOD plan, TOD zoning 
update, or TOD developer discussion 
panel through the Community 
Planning program. This section of 
the report outlines the results of         
that survey.

TOD IMPLEMENTATION 
SURVEY RESULTS

The first part of the survey had 
respondents track actual TOD 
projects that were approved, under 
construction, or completed in their 
community during 2016. 

They were asked to fill out a 
spreadsheet by listing any residential, 
office, commercial, or mixed use 
developments that are located within 
their TOD plan’s study area.

The second part of the survey asked 
the previous project partners to 
report on any transit-supportive 
policy changes or infrastructure 
improvements that were put 
in place to support their plan’s 
recommendations since it was 
completed and/or adopted. 

There were seventeen communities 
that reported on transit-oriented 
development projects in the first 
part of the survey. Thirty-nine 
communities completed the second 
part of the survey by providing 
feedback on policy changes and 
infrastructure improvements. 

These participation rates are 
comparable to last year’s survey. It 
should be noted that many of the 
same communities participated in 
both the 2015 and 2016 surveys. 
As a result, not all of the results are 
mutually exclusive.

DEVELOPMENT REGULATION 
CHANGES

Zoning ordinances and design 
guidelines dictate the way in 

which land can be developed in 
local communities. The right set of 
regulations must be put in place to 
allow the construction of walkable 
mixed use developments near public 
transportation options. 

A few of the responding communities 
reported revising their development 
regulations to be made in accordance 
with the recommendations from 
their completed plans. 

Nearly 13% of them revised their 
zoning ordinance to be consistent 
with their TOD endeavors, 10% 
incorporated other regulatory 
actions, and 3% implemented design 
guidelines for new developments 
since the adoption or completion of 
their TOD planning efforts.

A TOD project near the CTA’s Cottage Grove station

10
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IMPLEMENTATION FUNDING 
SOURCES 

Most communities establish special 
funding sources to support the 
implementation of transit-supportive 
projects. These mechanisms advance 
the economic development of their 
TOD areas by capturing value to 
reinvest in them. 

This year’s survey showed that 
approximately 15% authorized the 
creation of a Tax Increment Financing 
(TIF) district, 13% established other 
unique funding sources, 3% set up a 
Business Improvement District (BID), 
3% created a Special Service Area 
(SSA), and another 3% utilized impact 
fees since completing their TOD 
projects with the RTA.

TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
IMPROVEMENTS

Pedestrian mobility and access to 
transit are both very important in 
a TOD area. The planning projects 
funded by the RTA recommend 
transit access improvements, 
streetscape upgrades, and 
sometimes other transportation 
infrastructure enhancements to 
assist in creating an atmosphere 
conducive to non-automotive modes 
of transportation. 

The survey reported that 46% 
of the respondents took on 
streetscape improvements within 
their study area, 28% improved 
nearby sidewalks, 28% undertook 
pedestrian improvements like 
installing signal heads or fixing 
crosswalks, 15% enhanced their 
parking lots/structures, and 8% made 
improvements to their station. 

It should be noted that around 13% 
of these communities also made 
other investments that were not 
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FIGURE 4 - TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

FIGURE 5 - CIVIC EVENTS
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11

Sidewalk improvements along Golf Road in Rolling Meadows funded by the Access to Transit program
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included in the survey’s choices, such 
as constructing overpasses or adding 
lighting enhancements (Figure 4).

CIVIC EVENTS

Successful TOD areas are places 
where individuals can shop, eat, 
hang out, live, recreate, and/or work. 
These locations should also provide 
people with opportunities to play 
and celebrate. 

This year’s survey asked past project 
partners if any civic events have been 
held in the community’s study area 
since the completion of their plan. 

Around 51% of the respondents 
mentioned hosting a yearly winter 
holiday lighting, 46% conducted live 
summer concerts, 31% held street 
fairs, 28% convened an annual Fourth 
of July parade, 28% held a farmer’s 
market on a regular basis, and 21% 
hosted a local food festival in the 
area surrounding their transit station 
(Figure 5). 

These results demonstrate that 
the region’s TOD areas are vibrant 
centers of activity.

PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT 
AND INVESTMENT IN THE 
CHICAGO REGION 

Seventeen of the communities 
that completed this year’s survey 
reported on 40 development 
projects that were either approved, 
under construction, or completed        
during 2016. 

The projects included condos, 
apartment buildings with first floor 
retail, office centers, commercial 
establishments, and other similar 
uses. Of these developments, 
40% were mixed use structures 
that included residential units 

and commercial/retail uses. The 
information on the next page 
summarizes the TOD projects that 
were reported throughout the 
Chicago region.

Several of the same development 
projects were reported in both 
the 2015 and 2016 surveys. Three 
projects went from a status of 
being approved in 2015 to under 

construction in 2016 and 7 went from 
a status of being under construction 
in 2015 to complete in 2016. 

These projects evidence how the 
implementation of transit-supportive 
developments is a multi-stage, multi-
year process.

Evanston’s Farmer’s Market near the Davis Metra station7

12

Newly adopted TOD zoning districts surrounding Brookfield’s Metra stations
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Approved - 
11

Under Construction - 
20

Completed - 
9

TOD IMPLEMENTATION AND 
INVESTMENT SURVEY RESULTS

Residential -  
3,223 Units

Commercial/Retail - 
299,311 SF

Office - 
112,502 SF

Miscellaneous 
(Rehabs) - 0 SF

Percentage of Mixed Use 
Projects - 40%

Total Projects 
Completed - 46

Total Residential 
Units - 1,711 units

Total Commercial/
Retail Square 

Footage - 218,926 SF 

Total Office 
Square Footage - 

154,402 SF 

Total Miscellaneous 
(Rehabs) - 56,469 SF

NUMBER OF UNITS/SQUARE FOOTAGE (SF) REPORTED 
IN 2016 AT ALL PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT

TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPLETED DEVELOPMENTS
(2014-2016)

40 DEVELOPMENTS REPORTED IN 2016
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TRENDS IN TRANSIT-ORIENTED 
DEVELOPMENT
New trends in transit-oriented development are constantly emerging in our country’s metropolitan 
areas. These trends are redefining how our communities are being shaped and paving the way for a more 
connected future. The following section highlights a couple of these trends.

RIGHT-SIZING PARKING

As living near transit increases in 
popularity, planners, developers, 
and city officials are realizing that 
these unique projects usually do 
not require as much parking as 
traditional developments. 

Many of them have accordingly 
begun to review their local parking 
standards and consider making 
changes. This phenomenon is known 
as right-sizing parking. 

The International Parking Institute 
(IPI) defines it as the process of 
trying to “provide the right mix of 
supply at developments to meet 
actual demand rather than predict 
how parking facilities will be used 
based on the highest possible       
generation characteristics8.” 

PARKING AT TOD PROJECTS

Smart Growth America recently 
published a report in January 2017 
entitled Empty Spaces: Real Parking 
Needs at 5 TODs. The document’s 
primary goal was to estimate on 
average how much less parking 
should be required at transit-
supportive projects. 

It also looked at the differences 
between actual vehicle trips 
generated at TODs and the 
industry standards that are 
provided by the Institute of                      
Transportation Engineers (ITE). 

The report did so by examining five 
different types of transit-oriented 

developments throughout the United 
States. The findings showed that the 
number of vehicle trips generated at 
all five of the TODs was lower than 
the estimates set by the ITE. 

Each of the transit-supportive 
projects also had less parking 
than was recommended by                   
those guidelines. 

Furthermore, even these smaller 
parking facilities were often not used 
to capacity. The report concluded 
that there is a misalignment between 
industry standards and the current 
needs of today’s TODs9.

It should be noted that planners 
oftentimes face skepticism for 

Smart Growth America’s report9

       Comparing living space and parking space in a typical apartment10

14
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regulatory revisions due to local 
misconceptions of parking supply 
and demand. However, studies 
that use actual data, like the report 
completed by Smart Growth 
America, have in recent years 
helped to diminish the hesitation to 
change parking standards by better 
educating politicians and citizens on 
the topic.

PARKING MANAGEMENT TOOLS & 
STRATEGIES

Several local governments have used 
this insight to better manage parking 
supply. King County in Washington, 
for example, collected data on the 
actual parking occupancies for multi-
family developments throughout 
their region. 

This information was then utilized 
to create the King County Right Size 
Parking Calculator. This is a tool that 
shows how parking demand for a 
development is dependent on such 
factors as its distance to transit, the 
demographics of its occupants, and 
the overall structure of the building. 
Users are allowed to adjust various 
factors in the model to visualize 
the numerous parking scenarios 
for a particular site. The calculator 

is intended to help developers, 
planners, and city officials to 
consider the most effective parking 
arrangements for future projects11.

In all of its Community Planning 
projects, the RTA has been a 
proponent of right-sizing parking and 
the agency understands that these 
standards have to fit the needs and 
demands of the respective localities. 

For instance, two recently adopted 
TOD plans in Palatine and Bartlett 
each contain a section discussing 
right-size parking strategies. 

FIRST-MILE AND LAST-MILE 
CONNECTIONS

Providing first-mile and last-mile 
connections is currently a prominent 

topic within the planning profession. 
The term itself describes the 
situation in which many residences, 
businesses, and offices are located 
farther than a comfortable 
walking distance to some form of            
public transportation12. 

This is especially the case for 
commuter rail stations in suburban 
areas where the overall landscape is 
more dispersed than compact urban 
neighborhoods. 

Even though the phenomenon is 
prevalent in municipalities all over 
the country, a “one size fits all” 
solution does not exist. 

Possible options to address 
the problem include creating 
partnerships with local employers 
to provide coordinated services that 
connect with a transit route as well 
as working with rideshare companies 
(like Uber, Lyft, or traditional taxi 
services) to offer flexible ride-hailing 
strategies13.

Another possible solution involves 
adapting the areas surrounding 
existing transit stations to 
better attract transit-supportive 
developments. 

Such a strategy would bring a mixture 
of land uses near the station so as to 
ensure jobs, residences, and services 
are all closer together. 

King County’s parking calculator11

Bike sharing programs can assist with connecting people with transit options14

15
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The RTA has been doing its part to 
help municipalities in the Chicago 
region plan for ways to mitigate the 
first- mile and last-mile problem. 

The agency recognizes that the issue 
cannot be solved with more transit 
service. It has been coordinating 
with these communities to figure 
out which solutions best fit their         
local conditions. 

The DuPage Last Mile Transit 
Planning Study and the Aurora 
Station Boulevard Transit Plan 
Update are recent Community 
Planning projects that either 
directly deal with or touch upon the 
phenomenon within our region.

IMPROVING THE COMMUTING 
EXPERIENCE

With the Aurora Station Boulevard 
Transit Plan Update, RTA staff 
assisted the city of Aurora with 
exploring possible mobility 
management options for the 
area surrounding their Route 59         
Metra station. 

The project examined the best ways 
to connect residents from nearby 
multi-family developments with the 
commuter rail facility. 

Possible recommendations included 
establishing a bike share program, 
launching walking clubs among 
residents, creating partnerships with 
ride sharing companies, and creating 
a fixed transit route along Station 
Boulevard. Implementation strategies 
for all of the recommendations were 
also included in the final deliverable.

The DuPage Last Mile Transit 
Planning Study helped the county’s 
Division of Transportation in 
developing options to improve transit 
connections to major employment 
centers within the area. 

It primarily focused on the first 
and last mile transportation gaps 
that currently exist in the county’s    
transit services. 

The ultimate goal was to collaborate 
with local stakeholders to make 
jobs more accessible by enhancing 

commuting options, to improve 
employee attraction/retention for 
DuPage county employers, and to 
sustain that accessibility.

It should also be noted that the 
RTA has improved the pedestrian 
and bike connections to local 
stations through its Access to 
Transit Improvement program. 
Improvements include installing bike 
parking, enhancing crosswalks, better 
integrating sidewalk infrastructure, 
and constructing designated          
bike lanes. 

These efforts promote multi-modal 
environments near transit so 
commuters can have a more pleasant 
experience traveling to their stations.

Wood Dale

Addison

Naperville-
Warrenville Rd

Dupage County

These three corridors are home to 
some of the County’s largest employers.  
More than 150,000 people work in 
the corridors, nearly a quarter of all 
employment in DuPage County.  The 
corridors have some existing transit 
service through Pace bus routes, but are 
beyond an easy walking distance from 
Metra commuter rail stations.

Naperville-
Warrenville Rd

Addison

Wood Dale

Last-mile connections in DuPage County

An abstract model of the first-mile and last-mile situation15
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TOD SUCCESS STORIES
The RTA’s Community Planning program has assisted municipalities and agencies throughout the Chicago 
region to plan in coordination with the local transit system. Many of these entities have been successful in 
implementing their planning efforts. The following case studies are some of the program’s recent success 
stories. They highlight how the agency’s efforts have been able to support transit-oriented development 
(TOD) and improve transit access at the community level. 

SKOKIE

Over the years, the village of 
Skokie has worked with the RTA 
on numerous Community Planning 
projects. Some of these efforts have 
in particular focused on the village’s 
CTA station at Oakton. 

Their first project with the agency 
was completing the Skokie Swift 
Station Location Feasibility Study      
in 2003. 

The purpose of this study was 
to assess the feasibility of new 
intermediate stations along the CTA’s 
Yellow Line. The route originally 
only had two stations, connecting 
Dempster Avenue in Skokie with 

the Red and Purple Lines at the      
Howard station. 

The study recommended that an 
intermediate stop be constructed 
at Oakton Street just east of the 
downtown area.

The RTA additionally partnered 
with village staff and ULI Chicago to 
organize a discussion panel with local 
developers in 2015. 

These professionals provided their 
advice on determining a practical 
approach to creating a financially 
feasible, transit-supportive 
neighborhood of mixed use 
development in proximity to the new 
transit facility at Oakton. 

All of the insight gained from the 
event has been used in recent 
years to guide the village in their            
TOD efforts. 

IMPLEMENTATION HIGHLIGHTS

The first study culminated with 
the village receiving a Congestion 
Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) 
grant in 2008. Using this as well as 
additional local funds, a new station 
was constructed and opened at 
Oakton Street in April 2012. 

Skokie also received Innovation, 
Coordination, and Enhancement 
(ICE) funding through the RTA in 
2009 to complement the new transit 
facility with additional transportation 

The Yellow Line station that was constructed at Oakton Avenue in 201216
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infrastructure. Improvements 
included the installation of bus 
turnouts, bicycle parking, a kiss and 
ride, improved sidewalks as well as 
more streetscaping. 

In 2015, the village received 
additional CMAQ funding through 
the RTA’s Access to Transit 
Improvement Program for pedestrian 
access improvements and additional 
bicycle parking at the Dempster 
Station. These are anticipated to be 
completed in 2018.

Skokie has in recent years 
experienced physical development 
near the Oakton station. The Illinois 
Science + Technology Park opened 
around 2007 in anticipation of the 
new transit facility. 

This is an urban, pedestrian-designed 
work campus that has over 1,300 
employees and is located a quarter 
mile from the stop17. 

Additionally, a 20 unit single family 
home project called Floral Avenue is 
currently nearing completion. 

The development features a New 
Urbanist design with compact 
homes on small urban lots in walking 
distance to the Yellow Line18. 

Additionally, around 11,000 square 
feet of commercial space has been 
built in the village’s TOD areas within 
the past year. 

As all of these projects showcase, 
the implementation of Skokie’s past 
planning projects is an ongoing 
process that continues to enhance its 
relationship with the transit system.

The Illinois Science + Technology Park17

Skokie’s Floral Avenue development18
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ORLAND PARK

Through the RTA’s Community 
Planning program, the village of 
Orland Park has undertaken several 
initiatives to encourage transit-
supportive development and 
improve access to the region’s public 
transportation services. 

A TOD planning study was carried 
out in 2000 to provide guidance for 
future mixed use endeavors around 
the 143rd Street Metra. Its primary 
goal was to make the study area a 
vibrant center of local activity.

In 2010, the La Grange Road Corridor 
Plan was completed. It provided 
recommendations on incorporating 
pedestrian and transit elements into 
the reconfiguration of La Grange 
Road, a major thoroughfare that runs 
through central Orland Park.

IMPLEMENTATION HIGHLIGHTS

The village has utilized these plans 
to direct their efforts for the area. A 
new Metra station and an adjacent 
park at 143rd Street were completed 
in April 2007. During this time, 
service on Metra’s Southwest Service 

doubled and ridership at the station 
increased by 20%. 

Orland Park’s officials also updated 
the zoning ordinance to include 
regulations that better support 
transit-oriented development.

Numerous projects in the last several 
years have revitalized the area 
surrounding the 143rd Street station. 

The Orland Park Crossing retail 
center completed in 2005 was 
one of the village’s first large-scale 
developments in the study area. 

It features such national retailers 
as Ann Taylor and Soma as well 
as restaurants like PF Chang’s and 
Panera Bread. 

Ninety 7 Fifty on the Park, a 295 
unit luxury apartment complex that 
is part of Orland Park’s Main Street 
Triangle, was completed in 201320. 
A new 73,000 square foot Mariano’s 
grocery store was built near the 
retail center and began serving local 
customers in January 201621. 

Another residential project located 
at the intersection of 143rd Street 

Local transit-supportive development in Orland Park19

Orland Park’s Metra station and the Ninety 7 Fifty project in the background20
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and LaGrange Road, the Residences 
of Orland Park Crossing, announced 
move-ins at the beginning of May 
2016. This project consists of 38 
two-story row homes, 25 three-story 
townhomes, and 168 apartments 
within four mid-rise buildings22. 

Additionally, the University of 
Chicago constructed a 120,000 
square foot medical office with first 
floor retail in the Main Street Triangle 
area. The project opened at the end 
of 201623. 

The additional density generated by 
these projects will encourage transit 
usage as well as spur increased 
pedestrian mobility near the      
Metra station.

Recommendations from the La 
Grange Road Corridor Plan have also 
been implemented in recent years. In 
the summer of 2011, IDOT launched 
a $106 million improvement project 
for La Grange Road from 131st to 
179th streets. 

The improvements include a 
pedestrian and bike overpass that 
crosses over LaGrange Road at the 
Metra railroad to connect with the 
station, brick paver crosswalks in 
key locations, new sidewalks, ornate 
landscaping along the street, and 
extensive aesthetic enhancements 
to assist with pedestrian access          
and safety. 

It should be noted that this project 
specifically involved the construction 
of the first-ever brick paver crosswalk 
on a Federal/State roadway in Illinois. 

Overall, the built environment of 
central Orland Park has truly changed 
for the better.

The study area’s land uses in 200224

The study area’s land uses in 201624
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Visit our website, RTAChicago.org, for more information on the Community Planning Program, and updates 
on the annual Call for Projects.

The RTA offers the following 
additional resources on transit-
oriented development:

● TOD Basics & Resources 
Additional information and 
resources about TOD.

● TOD Resident Survey Report                                   
Shares results of residents 
surveyed throughout the Chicago 
region who live in suburban TOD 
areas and were asked why they 
chose to live near transit and 
if their lifestyles have changed 
since moving from their previous 
address. 

● Making Way Access  
to Transit Guide 
Developed to encourage and 
empower municipalities to 
implement small scale  
capital access improvements 
such as the installation of 
sidewalks and crosswalks 
near existing transit facilities. 
Such improvements promote 
pedestrian mobility and provide 
added access to transit.

● Setting the Stage for  
Transit Guide 
Local communities can be 
proactive in creating an 
environment conducive to transit 
by conducting transit supportive 
planning and considering local 
financial investments to transit 
service. The Setting the Stage 
for Transit guide is a resource 
for municipal officials looking to 
make their communities more 
transit-friendly.

● Streamlining the 
Entitlement Process for TOD 
This best practices report that 
outlines ways to streamline the 
entitlement (or approval process) 
for TOD projects. 

● Municipal Funding 
Opportunities for Transit-
Oriented Development  
This guide includes local, 
regional, state, federal  
and private foundation  
sources available to help 
implement TOD. 

● Access and Parking  
Strategies for Transit-Oriented 
Development - TOD Parking 
and Access Report 
This guide is a resource for 
municipal officials looking for 
innovative strategies to support 
multi-modal access to their 
transit station and TOD area. 

● TOD: The Future of 
Development 
This brochure promotes the 
importance of transit-oriented 
development. 

● Zoning and TOD 
This guide outlines the most 
common types of zoning 
ordinances and the best practices 
of each as related to TOD. 
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